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Alleged Russia Meddling: UK Report Falsely Claims
Russia Went All-Out Trying to Help Elect Trump
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The claim is the Big Lie that won’t die – no matter how often accusations and allegations are
debunked. 

Oxford  University’s  Computational  Propaganda  Research  Project  (COMPROP)  claims  to
investigate “how tools like social  media bots are used to manipulate public opinion by
amplifying or repressing political content, disinformation, hate speech, and junk news.”

A report it prepared for the Senate Intelligence Committee yet to be released, falsely claims
the Kremlin used social media platforms to help Trump triumph over Hillary.

Exhaustive House and Senate investigations since January 2017 found no evidence linking
Trump or his team with Russia – nor anything suggesting Kremlin election meddling.

Special council Mueller’s probe since May 2017 fared no better – nor the US intelligence
community might of the DNI, FBI, CIA, NSA, and other US agencies.

US sophisticated investigatory powers, including countless millions of dollars spent, failed to
find  credible  evidence  of  Russian  US  election  meddling,  nor  an  improper  or  illegal  Trump
team connection to Moscow – because none of the above exists no matter how long probes
continue.

Did Oxford University’s COMPROP find a way to uncover information that eluded America’s
best and brightest, or is its report the latest example of Russia bashing based on nothing
but invented rubbish?

It reportedly analyzed material provided to the Senate Intelligence Committee, its report to
be released in days.

The  Washington Post said it saw a draft of the report, leaked so the broadsheet could bash
Russia more than already, other US-led Western media to follow suit on their own.
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Screengrab from The Washington Post

According to WaPo, COMPROP’s  data “were provided by Facebook, Twitter and Google and
covered several years up to mid-2017, when the social media companies cracked down on
the known Russian accounts,” adding:

“The report, which also analyzed data separately provided to House Intelligence Committee
members, contains no information” beyond the mid-2017 period.

COMPROP  claims  “all  of  the  messaging  (information  it  analyzed)  sought  to  benefit  the
Republican  party,”  adding:

“Trump is mentioned most in campaigns targeting conservatives and right-
wing voters, where the messaging encouraged these groups to support his
campaign.”

“The main groups that could challenge Trump were then provided messaging
that  sought  to  confuse,  distract  and  ultimately  discourage  members  from
voting.”

According  to  WaPo,  “(t)he  report  offers  the  latest  evidence  that  Russian  agents  sought  to
help Trump win the White House” – despite no credible evidence proving it, an indisputable
fact.

It’s unclear what information Facebook, Twitter and Google provided to COMPROP. Last
week, Google CEO Sundar Pichai revealed what he called the “full extent” of possible (not
proved) Russian meddling in the run-up to the 2016 presidential election.
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In  House  Judiciary  Committee  testimony,  he  said  “we  undertook  a  very  thorough
investigation, and, in 2016, we now know that there were two main ad accounts linked to
Russia which advertised on Google for about $4,700 in advertising.”

According to the Center for Responsive Politics, the total amount spent by candidates for all
offices in US 2016 elections was around $6.5 billion (with a “B”), including for primary races.

The amount spent by 2016 presidential aspirants was $2.4 billion, including for primaries. In
all  races,  Republicans  and  Dems  each  spent  around  48%  of  the  total  amount  (96%
combined).

Trump spent $398 million compared to Hillary’s $768 million, nearly double DLT’s amount.

What possible impact could $4,700 have – even 10x over on all social media platforms –
compared to billions of dollars spent by candidates?

Facebook explained that 56% of ads linked to Russia on its platform appeared after the US
2016 presidential election.

Alleged  Internet  Research  Agency  Russian  hackers  spent  $100,000  from mid-2015  to
mid-2017 on 3,000 ads. One-fourth of them were never shown to anyone.

Only around 1,000 ads appeared during the presidential campaign. Many ads expressed no
preference for any candidate.

Facebook said US presidential candidates spent hundreds of millions of dollars in online 
political advertising – “1000x more than any problematic ads we’ve found” – admitting
virtually no evidence of Russian use of the platform for improper meddling.

Asked to examine 450 accounts Facebook flagged as fake, no evidence connecting them to
Russia was found, just groundless suspicions.

Twitter’s vice president Colin Crowell explained “(w)e have not found accounts associated
with this activity to have obvious Russian origin but some of the accounts appear to have
been automated.”

Twitter found and suspended 22 suspicious accounts – once again, nothing connecting them
to Russia.

Another 179 were suspended for terms of service violations – none of the 201 accounts
registered as advertisers.

Twitter found over 3.2 million automated accounts, providing no evidence of any connected
to the Kremlin.

RT, RT America and RT en Espanol spent $274,100 for 1,823 US ads – none supporting one
US presidential aspirant over another.

The bottom line conclusion is indisputable. No Russia US meddling occurred online or in any
other way. No evidence suggests it. Claims otherwise are spurious.

Yet  they  persist  endlessly,  the  latest  from  the  dubious  COMPROP  report  –  rubbish
masquerading as credible analysis.
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A previous article said Russiagate should be called Hillarygate. With considerable media
help, she, her campaign, and the DNC cooked the books for her to be Dem standard bearer.

She and the DNC hired former MI6 spy Christopher Steele to produce a dodgy dossier on
Trump – filled with unverified accusations and allegations, an effort with no credibility.

No Russiagate witch hunt investigation was warranted. No special counsel should have been
appointed. The whole ugly business should be terminated straightaway.

All the allegations and accusations about Russian election meddling were and continue to be
bald-faced Big Lies.

*
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Progressive Radio News Hour on the Progressive Radio
Network. It airs three times weekly: live on Sundays at
1PM Central time plus two prerecorded archived
programs.
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